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This is a compilation of the scholarship produced by those who received tenure between the academic years 2003-2004 and 2007-2008. The list is organized by division because there are different expectations according to one’s field. In the past twenty-three years, only six faculty members have been denied tenure at the tenure review. Those who were denied tenure because of their scholarship did not have a body of work that could be externally validated. Thus, the most important thing to note is the range of activity shown, as each individual is granted tenure after a comprehensive consideration of strengths in teaching, research and service. We refer our colleagues to “Defining Scholarship at Kalamazoo College” to fully understand how the College “counts” scholarship in the review process (available on the FPC webpage). This document is not, of course, binding in any way; we simply make this information available for faculty for their own information and use.

In the list below, each bullet represents the scholarship of one candidate. Public talks in the community (at K College or outside the College), “in-house” grants (such as McGregor Student-Faculty, Faculty Development, LaPlante, or SWOT grants) and manuscript reviews conducted for journals or presses were not included in this list. Only work done while at Kalamazoo College was compiled.

**Humanities (includes History, which joined the Humanities Division in 2004-2005)**
- One book; one refereed journal article; one book chapter; twelve conference presentations.
- One book; twelve publications in refereed journals; nominated for two national awards.
- One book; two articles in refereed journals; three encyclopedia articles; eight book reviews; two conference presentations.
- One book; one refereed journal article; numerous book reviews; three conference presentations; and one national book award.
- One book; three book chapters; two encyclopedia articles; four book reviews; one outside grant for $20,000; thirteen conference presentations.
- Two refereed journal articles; one article under review at a refereed journal; one book review; six conference presentations.

**Social Sciences**
- Four refereed journal articles; six conference presentations.
- Seven refereed journal articles in print (two with students); two submitted to journals but still under review at time of tenure review; and eight conference presentations (four with students); sponsored five student papers presented at undergraduate conferences; two invited lectures.
- Two book chapters; seven refereed journal articles (two with students); twenty-one conference presentations (eight with students); one award for best journal publication of the year.
- Three refereed journal articles; one book chapter; one revise and resubmit in process; four book reviews; six conference presentations.

**Foreign Languages**
- One book; four book chapters; one book chapter under review; four book reviews; one invited presentation; one travel grant (outside); eleven conference presentations.
- One book; three conference presentations; two elected positions in national organizations.
- Three refereed journal articles; one encyclopedia article; eight conference presentations.
Fine Arts
- Three national one-person exhibitions; five residencies; six invited lectures; thirty invitational or juried exhibitions; fifteen regional exhibitions; fourteen awards; finalist or notable mentions.
- Directed twelve productions; developed and led ten workshops; eleven professional engagements; board member of a national organization.
- Eight one-person exhibitions; two two-person exhibitions; nineteen group exhibitions; four awards or finalist; three workshops; two grants.

Natural Sciences
- Seven refereed journal articles; two papers in progress; three presentations at conferences or invited presentations.
- Two refereed journal articles; one refereed article submitted at time of tenure review; one manuscript in process at time of tenure review; seven conference presentations; one outside grant in collaboration with K faculty ($1.1 million); one unsuccessful grant application; one grant application under revise and resubmit; three invited lectures.
- Five refereed journal articles; one manuscript in progress at time of review; twelve conference presentations; ten invited lectures or presentations; two outside grants ($85K and $20K).
- One refereed journal article published with students; one refereed journal article submitted; three conference presentations; five poster presentations; all with students; two invited presentations or lectures; three grants, two of which were in collaboration with other K faculty ($150K, $380K, and $1.1 million).
- Six refereed journal articles; eight abstracts with students; one outside grant in collaboration with K faculty ($1.1 million); co-PI on outside grant in collaboration with K faculty ($380K); sole PI on outside grant ($78K); five invited talks or presentations.
- Two refereed journal articles; one manuscript in progress; seven conference presentations, three with students; four invited seminar presentations; sole PI on outside grant ($175K).
- Four refereed journal articles; three short publications; twelve conference presentations or invited talks; participated in seven professional workshops.
- Three refereed journal articles; one refereed journal article submitted; five invited presentations or seminars; three outside grants, one in collaboration with one K faculty member ($14K, $2,500, $43K).
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